Wagging the Tail – Covert Passive Surveillance and how to make their life difficult
Are You A Target?
Three Letter Agencies (TLA)

NSA

FBI

CIA
Two Week Advanced Surveillance Course (IQ Level 4 Certificate)

Details
- Duration: 11 Working Days
- Qualification: IQ Level 4 Certificate in Managing Surveillance Operations
- Other Details: Costs: £1839.00
  + £90 assessment fee = £1929.00 + VAT = £2314.80
  (450.00 deposit required) FREE
guest house accommodation.

Key Skills Learnt
- Advanced Surveillance
- Covert Photography
- Covert Skills
- Leadership Skills

Suitable for...
This course is suitable for those who want more than just a basic level of instruction. Ideal for those entering the surveillance & investigative industry or those conducting fraud investigations. Close Protection Officers also attend this course.
Heat States
Stages of Surveillance

• The Pickup

• The Follow

• The Housing
The Pickup

• Static Observation Post

• Static Covert Camera

• Mobile Observation Post
The Pickup

• Static Observation Post

• Static Covert Camera

• Mobile Observation Post

• Surveillance Vehicle
A Boot Fit?
Brevity Codes

Standby. That’s the target out of his house wearing a red baseball cap, blue top, grey trousers and black shoes.

Target getting into his car. Now moving off turning left towards the junction of High Street and Water Lane.


Complete Bravo One. Mobile 91 Yellow Two
Spot Maps

Target vehicle approaching the junction of the B4668 and A47. Target indicating right. Target now turned right heading towards Earl Shilton
Bravo One at Red Six intending right. Bravo One committed right 91 Red Five
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — Government agencies have lost or misused more than 200 Iowa license plates that were issued for undercover work, and hundreds more should never have been distributed in the first place, according to a report released Thursday.

A four-month review by the Iowa Department of Transportation found that 167 such plates are missing, 46 weren't necessary for the work that was being performed and 18 were being used for purposes that were not authorized by state law. More than 500 others were issued to federal and out-of-state agencies, even though they do not qualify under the law, the review found.

The purpose of issuing the ordinary-looking plates is to allow police and government officials to conduct work that could be disrupted if their identities were known. But those plates also allow the vehicles to avoid tickets from some speed and red light cameras operated by cities because they are marked as not on file. All other government plates in Iowa are required to be marked "official."

Gov. Terry Branstad ordered the review in July after The Associated Press reported that 3,200 plates had been issued to local, state and federal agencies. The AP reported last month that the DOT will cancel all those plates and reissue only those that are justified after establishing a formal application process, which is detailed in Thursday's report.
Vehicle Counter Surveillance

• Vary your route

• Use Public Transport

• Call a Cab
permitted taxi
Mon - Fri
7.30 - 9.30 am
3.30 - 6.30 pm
permitted taxi
Mon - Fri
7.30 - 9.30 am
3.30 - 6.30 pm
24 hour
Bus lane cameras
Bus lane cameras
On A Long Look
OpenALPR

OpenALPR is an open source *Automatic License Plate Recognition* library written in C++ with bindings in C#, Java, Node.js, Go, and Python. The library analyzes images and video streams to identify license plates. The output is the text representation of any license plate characters.

Check out a live online demo here: http://www.openalpr.com/demo-image.html

**User Guide**

OpenALPR includes a command line utility. Simply typing "alpr [image file path]" is enough to get started recognizing license plate images.

https://github.com/openalpr/openalpr
Nosey Parking
Surveillance Stereotypes
Surveillance Stereotypes
Surveillance Stereotypes
Surveillance Stereotypes
Earpiece
Inductive Neck Loop
Antenna
Pressel Switch
Complete Kit
Change of Appearance
Shoes
Watches
Jewellery
Use Your Surroundings
Use Your Surroundings
Decisions Decisions
Decisions Decisions
Decisions Decisions
Decisions Decisions
Hostile Environments
Hostile Environments
Misdirection
Misdirection
Misdirection
Mummy why is that strange man talking about martians holding sparkers?

Si 55, Alpha One 91 High Street. Be aware martians held sparklers.

Si, I have control. The target is moving towards the High Street. Be aware that civilian police have stopped at the traffic lights.
Richard and Cynthia Murphy
The Russian spies living next door

Richard and Cynthia Murphy
The Russian spies living next door

Vladimir and Lidiya Guryev
Summary

- Use the environment
- Decisions
- Divide and conquer
- Make toast!
- If in doubt ABORT